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Abstract

Many Knowledge workers are increasingly using online resources to find out latest developments in their specialty and articles of interest. To extract relevant information from such multiple online information sources summarization is being used. Current summarization systems produce a uniform version of summary for all users. However summaries which are generic in nature do not cater to the user’s background and interests. In this paper we propose to make the summarization process user specific and present a design for generating personalized summaries of online articles that are tailored to each person’s interest. The user’s data available on web is used for model their background and interest. A controlled user-centered qualitative evaluation carried out on news articles of science and technology domain, indicates better user satisfaction with personalized summaries compared to generic summaries.

1 Introduction

With huge amount of online data available, knowledge workers find it increasingly difficult to extract information relevant to them. Therefore it is of great help to present the content of several articles in a condensed way using summarization. Automatic summarization is the process through which the relevant information from one or several sources is identified in order to produce a briefer version for the user [6].

While different professionals may have different perspectives on the same text, based on their field of expertise and interest, present summarization systems produce one uniform summary for all users without considering the user’s personal interest. Thus there is a great need for summaries to cater to the user’s personal background and interests. An effective summarization, thus, should not only be a function of the input text but also of who the reader is and what his prior knowledge is. So a good summary should change in accordance to preferences of its reader. In this paper we propose to extract this kind of user specific personalized summary for knowledge workers. We extract the personal information of the user using information available on the web. Web is a huge source of information and it contains a lot of personal information of web users. These pages contain enough personal data to model the users. As these documents are available publicly, there is no privacy concern in collecting user data, and user can be modeled anonymously without any effort from user.

In this work we concentrate on process of summarization that preserves the specific information that is relevant for a particular user, rather than information that simply summarizes the content of the document set.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the motivation for including user’s background in summarization process. Section 3 describes the summarization model of sentence extraction. In section 4 we describe our user specific scoring mechanism and summary generation algorithm. In Section 5 we analyze system performance in a user-centered evaluation.

2 Motivation

One of the issues studied ever since the inception of automatic summarization in the 1960s was that of human agreement[4]: different people can choose different content for their summaries. Marcu-1997[3] found percent agreement of 13 judges over 5 texts from scientific America is 71 percent. Rath-1961[4] found that extracts selected by four different human judges had only 25 percent overlap. Salton-1997[5] found that most important 20 paragraphs extracted by 2 subjects have only 46 percent overlap. These results show that each person has different perspective on the same text and when persons of different background and expertise summarize the same articles, they include different content from each other, reflecting their personal inter-
Text summarization is the process of selecting the most salient information in one or more textual documents. Recently there have been attempts to generate abstracts [6] as a summary. Extractive based approach [8, 7] is still most successful and useable where the primary aim is to extract highly informative snippets, i.e. keywords, sentences and paragraphs, which can be read in lieu of the original documents. Our approach also comprises of the same sentence extractive mechanism. Here we score sentences and extract the top ranking sentences and put them up verbatim, possibly after some re-ordering, as a summary. While there has been substantial effort in text summarization area for generic sentence extraction [8, 7], it is found that the term frequency based approach is very satisfying [1, 2], studies shows that frequency is indeed a powerful predictor in content selection with very good performance. In this work we use the same term frequency based approach to score sentences based on its importance with respect to the input documents.

**Generic Sentence Scoring:** Given the document set D to summarize, we compute the probability distribution over the words w appearing in the input D, \( p(w|D) \)

\[
p(w|D) = \frac{tf(w, D)}{|D|}
\]

where \( tf(w, D) \) is the frequency of word w in the document D and \( |D| = \sum_w D(w) \) is total number of content word tokens in the input document set D , it is essentially the length of the document set D.

Now For each sentence S in the input, assign a weight equal to the average probability of the words in the sentence, i.e.

\[
\text{score}(S) = \sum_{w \in S} \frac{p(w|D)}{|\{w|w \in S\}|}
\]

This score is used to select the most relevant sentences in general, which will be used to form an generic extract of the document set later used in the summary.

### 3 Automatic Summarization

### 4 User Specific Summarization

#### 4.1 Estimating User Background model

Our aim is to provide specific summaries to user based on their field of expertise and personal interest. To achieve this the system should know about the person’s background knowledge, i.e. it should have an analysis of the goodness of his field. To model the user we propose to make use of his personal data available on web. For example for a research professional his information can be in an affiliation page, a project page, a conference page, an online paper, or even in a blog written by himself or others about him. These pages contain enough personal data to model the users. so we propose to extract the personal information of the user using information available on the web. Major benefit here is that there are no privacy issues in user modeling, since the personal data can be obtained anonymously and without any effort from user.

We used search engine to acquire these Web pages. It is reasonable to use a search engine because it can search the whole world wide web and also tracks the temporal variance of the information available on the Web. For profile creation the first step is to put the person’s full name to a search engine (name is quoted with double quotation such as "Albert Einstein") and retrieve documents related to the person. From the search results ‘n’ top documents are taken and retrieved from their corresponding source websites to define that person’s profile. These documents are parsed to extract text content. After performing the removal of stop words and stemming, a unigram language model is learned on the extracted text content. This model can be interpreted as the probability of a word w being related to the person’s profile U.

\[
p(w|U) = \frac{tf(w, U)}{|U|}
\]

#### 4.2 User Specific Sentence Scoring

To calculate sentence relevance for a particular person we consider its generic importance as well as importance related to profile. While scoring the sentences, the term probability of the document set D \( p(w|D) \), and the user profile U \( p(w|U) \) have been merged using a linear weighted combination. The score of a sentence S for user u is given as

\[
\text{score}_u(S) = \sum_{w \in S} \frac{\alpha \cdot p(w|D) + \beta \cdot p(w|U)}{|\{w|w \in S\}|}
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the weighing parameters.
4.3 Summary Generation

After sentence scoring, top ranking sentences are selected to produce summary after eliminating redundancy. For redundancy identification, we use the measure of number of terms overlapping between the already generated summary and the new sentence being considered. Once sufficient number of sentences are picked to make the required length of summary (250 words), they are arranged based on chronological ordering (between documents i.e. based on the time stamp) and order of occurrence (within the document). Thus, sentences coming from different document will be ordered based on their source documents date of publication and if two sentences originate from the same document their original order in the source document will be considered. Any additional words than the required length of summary are truncated. So for a given document cluster containing articles related to a topic, two types of summary can be generated: Generic summary using sentence scoring function using equation 2, and a user specific Personalize summary using equation 4. Algorithm 1 shows the operation flow:

Algorithm 1 Summary Generation Steps

Step 1: Identify sentence boundaries in the given set of documents to decompose the document set into individual sentences and form the candidate sentence set \( S = \{s_i | i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\} \).

Step 2: For each sentence \( i \in S \) compute its relevance score using proposed scoring mechanism, then sort the sentences in descending order.

Step 3: Select sentence \( i \) with highest relevance score, and move it to the summary set \( F \) and remove it from \( S \).

Step 4: 

while \(|F| < \text{required summary length}\) do

Pick the top ranking sentence \( k \) in set \( S \)

if term overlap between \( F \) and \( k < w \) where \( w \) is redundancy threshold then

add \( k \) to \( F \), remove \( k \) from \( S \)

else

remove \( k \) from \( S \)

end if

end while

Step 5: arrange the sentences in \( F \) in chronological order i.e. in the order found in the source documents.

Following is the example showcasing our technique. The Topic of summary generation is "Microsoft to open research lab in India". 8 articles published in different new sources forms the news cluster. A generic summary, and User specific summaries for all user were generated from the news cluster. In the example we are showing the condensed summary (100 words) for two users. User A is from NLP domain and User B from network security domain. The italic text in user specific summary shows the difference compare to generic summary.

5 Evaluation

The evaluation of this technique was carried out on five different research scholars working in different fields of computer science. Web based profile has been built for each of the researchers. News articles of science and technology domain were considered for summarization. Twenty five different topics were chosen with each topic having 5-10 articles. For each topic a generic and user specific summary was generated for each person. Each researcher was asked to judge the relevance of both versions of summaries for all 25 topics. They have been asked to evaluate the informative ness of summaries on 5 point scale, so each user provide manual scores to both generic and personalize summaries based on how relevant the summaries are for them.

The average scores for both types of summaries of all topics for each researcher is shown in Figure 1. It shows that the users prefer profile based personalized summaries compared to a generic summary given by general automatic summarization system. This means that personalization can benefit the automatic summarization process to improve user satisfaction towards summaries.

Figure 2 shows the scores given by a particular user
across different topics. We see that for most of the topics user find personalized summaries relevant for him. Also the personalized summaries for the topics strongly related to the user’s domain are more relevant to him. For topics which are not closely related to user’s field, the personalized and generic summaries are quite similar. These topics are the ones which got least influenced with personalization. For a few rare topics the user did not find personalized summary better, which may be because of presence of noisy data in their profile.

Figure 1. Average Scores for different Users

6 Conclusion and future work

This paper introduces a document summarization approach for knowledge workers based on their online information available. Web based profile is used to generate user specific summary from a set of news articles. Two types of summaries are produced: generic and user specific. Their performance has been compared by a group of users which shows that the profile based summary is more user satisfactory than a generic summary. The proposed framework of generating user specific summaries is not restricted to web based profile creation for a user. Current results with the proposed user model are encouraging and this motivates us to carry out these experiments with other richer ways of building user background models to benefit more users and community in future. Presently we experimented only with online news articles. This technique can be adapted for summarization of technical papers and journals and this will be a part of our future work.

Figure 2. Score of Different topics for a User
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